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TRAITS & CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN EFFECTIVE PRESIDENT
As club president, you are not only the presiding officer but also counselor, motivator, and team leader of
Quota International's most important unit--the local dub. Your election to this office indicates that your
members agree you have the essential ingredients of a good leader. Such traits and characteristics include:

Good communications skills. It helps to be comfortable in communicating with the entire club, committee groups, club members, and individuals outside the organization. Keep watch on non-verbal
communications. Members who squirm in their chairs, nervously tap their ringers, or suddenly become silent may be opposed to the discussion. Provide them with an opportunity to voice their displeasure before you move to another topic.

ÿr

Willingness to listen. You can't do it all yourself. Work with fellow ofricers and your board of directors to develop and establish policies
and plans for action. Fmxhermore, the best groups are led by
people who are open-minded and encourage free ex-

pression of opinions and recommendations by all
group members, including those who are vocal about
what they want and those whose participation must be encouraged.

Ability to facilitate. Above and beyond the skill of listening
is the ability to understand group dynamics and to facilitate the work of the club rather than to drive
it to completion. Don't hold court during the meeting. Guide your members by mediating, probing,
and stimulating the group, allowing others to thrash out the ideas while you keep the group focused
on the central question and moving toward a decision. So vital is this skill to the presidency that you
will rind a special section on the role of facilitator on page 5.

Affair for innovative admin#trativepractices. Traditional management techniques based on organizing, planning, delegating, and controlling the work of others are often ineffective in a democratic group of volunteers. First of all, it is better to get the majority to buy in on the overall goals of the
club as well as the steps the group must take to meet those aims. Even industrial and commercial

countries. Emphasize Quota International's club-to-club programs. Take advantage of all invitations
to participate in local civic and community programs.

Encourage a clash of ideas, not personalities. When emotions run too high on the floor, call on a neutral member who is not involved in the exchange. You do need to deal with disruptive members who
constantly seek recognition by dominating or clowning during sessions, but it is preferable to do it
privately, discreedy, and in a caring manner. Point out the effects of the behavior and suggest less disruptive ways of getting attention.

As far as mentors are concerned, it's better to look for them outside the club. Compare notes with
other Quota presidents. Ask your area director, governor, or district officers for advice. Phone or
write Quota World Headquarters. tt helps to hear how others have solved problems or eased political
tensions. Outside mentors will not be able to setde your local club disputes. These must be resolved
within the group. Yet, you will find that discussing sensitive situations with those who are not directly involved will help you be fair, more objective, and less inclined to be intimidated or overwhelmed
by the aggressive faction. For specific guidelines in working with difficult personalities, see the "Resolving Conflict "section on page 8.

• Summarize your meetings. At the close of each business session, summarize the achievements and the
progress made, giving your group a sense of accomplishment.

Make it fun. Good leaders throw everything they've got into the job. Extraordinary ones use humor
and an atmosphere of camaraderie to arouse the same zeal in individual members, multiplying both
efforts and results. This also will reduce stress within yourself and among your members.

Proficiency. You may not feel that you possess all of the traits and characteristics outlined in this section, but you'll be amazed at how many you will develop if you read the written materials you will receive and take advantage of the workshops and self-development courses that will be offered by Quota International during your term. They will prepare you for new heights within and outside Quota.

Some of these qualities were outlined in an article in the January 1993 issue of Association Management by
John E Schlegel, CAE, a Maryland consultant and former association executive.
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bring a hidden agenda to the group that they hesitate to openly share. The team has learned to allow the
hidden agenda to surface in open discussion so that personal needs may be handled without disturbing the
team.

Conditions for an Effective Team
The following conditions are necessary for building an effective club team:
1. Team members espouse a vision or a set of worthy values by which they are identified.
2. The team works the organization's structure to encourage member participation by emphasizing
flexibility, creativity, productivity, and autonomy.
3. Rewards for participation are in place to ensure full participation by all members.
4. There are opportunities for ongoing involvement in the team process so that full participation remains the norm.

5. The team recognizes and supports every member's need to balance club responsibilities with family
and personal life.

FACILITATING GROUPS
As president of your local Quota dub, you have many opportunities to facilitate good group process. It is
your responsibility to create a positive climate for healthy discussion. The climate of the group is composed of the feelings and communication between members. The facilitator drives the process by creating
the best climate for effective group work.

Desirable Club Climate
Following are factors in creating a desirable climate for your dub:
• Permissiveness. Group members feel free to express their personal feelings. There should be no artificial rules or inhibitions that prevent members from saying exactly what they feel or think about an
issue. Members must know and trust that they can say what they think and, in turn, other group
members may speak their minds as well.
• Participation. Everyone freely shares her or his ideas about an issue and feels comfortable responding
to what others have said. There is freedom to ask questions that come to mind and everyone is expected to participate.
• Cohesiveness. Because a group is composed of people who represent many diverse experiences and
skills, there's a welding process necessary before the group can become a unit. Several factors that
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cilitator. Confront any comments that may be construed as defensive, disapproving, condescending,
sarcastic, personal cross-examination, self-approval, or conversion of personal views to a position on

the topic at hand.
Deal with disruptions. It is your responsibility to eliminate disruptions. You must confront the behavior, which means you must invite the person creating the disruption to deal with you on her or
his behavior. It is the responsibility of the facilitator to ensure a positive and constructive experience
for the entire group. No single individual in the group is ever greater than the whole group. You cannot sacrifice the experience of all for the personal agendas of one.

TIME MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
As president of a Quota club, your time is precious to you and to the people you serve.
Making the most out of this precious commodity is essential. Time management is simply taking control of your life, producing and experiencing every day as you choose. You
make the choice to act. Following are principles designed to help you manage your time
to your and Quota's advantage:
• Planning. The great majority of problems in club management arise when action
occurs without thought. By failing to plan, you risk planning to fail.
• Priority. Available time is budgeted or allocated to tasks in ordered sequence of priority.
• Objectives. More effective results are achieved through purposeful pursuit of planned objectives than
by chance.

° Daily planning. Daily planning, formulated the afternoon before or early the same day, in harmony
with near-term objectives and events, is essential to effective utilization of time.
° Tyranny of the urgent. Many people are tyrannized by the urgent and respond unwittingly to the endless pressures of the moment, neglecting the long-term consequences of more important but less demanding tasks left undone. Don't fall into this trap.
° Effectiveness. Efficiency means doing the job right. Effectiveness means doing the right job right. Effective action produces maximum results with minimum expenditure of resources, including time.
• Delegation. Authority for decision making is delegated to the lowest possible level, consistent with adequate judgment and available facts.
° Procrastination. Deferring, postponing, or putting off decisions or actions can become a habit that
loses time, causes lost opportunities, and generates crises. Procrastination is the most expensive deterrent to effective management of time.

these feelings, and then knowing when and how to let go of them. Leveling tells you when to release. Never try to determine when others should release their feelings. This is a critical exercise for
all to learn and master. Leveling contains three components: knowing precisely how you feel; owning how you feel; and inviting yourself or another to let go of the feeling. The third step can only
be achieved when the first two have been completed.
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Setting conditions for permanent solutions. The communication at this stage signals that negative
emotions have been removed and that a level of rapport now exists. It's important that the atmosphere remain open, honest, and flexible. It is a process of risk-taking. You gain control when
you become a moving, growing, self-correcting person and/or group. Together you and the person(s) with whom you are in conflict set the conditions that satisfactorily resolve the situation. Remember, your emotions are in control and there must be an open, honest ownership and release.

These steps work, but you must be realistic regarding the length and depth of this process. Very few people confront, deal, and successfully remove feelings of conflict from their lives. This section of the Quota
Club President's Manual makes it appear easy; when in reality the application of this process is quite difficult. As president, do everything within your power to establish a club environment in which conflict has
an opportunity for productive resolution.

FUNDAMENTALS OF A
GOOD ORGANIZATION
In cooperation with your club's board of directors, you, as president, have a moral responsibility to make
sure the club operates ethically and according to a sound system of values and principles and purposely according to a well defined plan.

Integrity and Principles of the Local Club
One of your most important jobs as president is to see that your club:
• Remains above reproach. It is taken for granted that any organization that collects public monies on
behalf of worthwhile community service projects is meticulously honest about finances. The same
type of integrity should be reflected in the intra- and interpersonal relationships of Quota members,
particularly among officers.
• Lives the Collect. At practically every meeting, Quotarians pledge to follow the principles outlined in
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Live membership. Strive for a "live" membership. Determine what percentage of your members are ac-

tive, the percentage of dropouts and turnovers, and why some members drop out. Then set an optimum membership size and work toward reaching that goal.

Simpler, workable bylaws. Your club bylaws should be locally oriented but not in conflict with or
more restrictive than international bylaws. They should be reviewed and updated periodically, including each time international bylaws are amended.

Adequate financing. Should your club opt for a combination of low dues and money making projects,
or are all-inclusive, higher dues preferable? Make sure members understand from the day they join
exactly how much they are expected to pay. Unless your club can afford it out of its administrative
funds, include an equal share of the advance convention fee in your member dues. This fee is due in
January from each club, whether or not a dub has a delegate to international convention.

Working committees. Flexibility in types and duties of committees is desirable to meet your club's
changing needs. Coordination of committee activities will prevent overlapping and duplication of effort. Committee procedures should be reviewed and evaluated periodically.

Proper elections. Good nomination and election procedures are essential. Contests in elections are de-

sirable to give your membership a choice of leaders. The procedure for filling vacancies must be dearly defined in your club bylaws. A vigorous club has a steady stream of newer members wing for the
various positions, none of which are considered so clerical that they are reserved for "non-leader"
types. Officers should not be recycled.

Stimulating business meetings. Well-run meetings begin and end on time and have an organized agenda that includes concise minutes; a brief, understandable treasurer's report; interesting committee re-

ports that include accomplishments as well as recommendations for future action; and provocative
discussion of new business.

Membership participation. Involve all members, particularly new ones, in a variety of club activities.
Determine if hands-on service is important and provide that opportunity for those who want it.
Members do not develop loyalty and pride in an organization unless they feel they are making a tangible contribution.
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PLANNING
Planning, in the best sense, is used to focus on the resources and talents needed to meet the goals of your
club and Quota International in such a way as to permit continual checking of the need for each step, and
to allow re-planning to meet each new situation. Planning is the mechanism that helps convert the "now"
situation into what you, as president, want to have in a "then" situation.

As you are aware, Quota, as an international organization, has produced a strategic, long-range plan. Each
year, the local club president is expected to drive elements of that plan through specific objectives and
goals supported by the local clubs and affect the advancement of the entire organization of Quota. These
goals are designed to reinforce local club efforts and to integrate well with your club's local goals.

Goal-setting Process
The goal-setting process, which is designed to help your club plan
and develop the future it wants, will be a large part of your agenda
as president. Writing goals, objectives, and strategies determines

the following:
1. What must or needs to be done.
2.

How it must be done.

3. When it must be done.
4. What constitutes satisfactory performance.

5. How much progress is being achieved.
6. When and how to take corrective action, if necessary.

Goal-setting Terms
The key terms in goal setting are:
• Goal--A clearly defined, constructive statement of a desired direction of activity in broad, general
terms.

• Objective--A specific, time-oriented and realistic statement of"what" the leadership is going to do,
for "whom" they will do it, and "how much" they intend to do.
• Strategy--Two or more steps or specific actions to attain the objective.
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3.

It states how much is to be done.

4. It states to whom or for whom it is to be done.

5. It states when it is to be done.
6. It is a subdivision of a specific objective.
7. It ties in sequentially or in parallel with other strategies toward the attainment of the objective.

Without the statement of goals and objectives and clear strategies, the club functions in chaos and becomes static and immobile. As president, you are the designated leader who is expected to move the club
in a forward, challenging, rewarding direction. This goal-setting process sets your course, charts the club
plan, and determines the role of those participating. The resulting movement directly affects your own
personal satisfaction and that of your members who invest and participate in the achievement of these
goals during your term of office.

Planning Your Program Meetings
Quota is dedicated to being an exceptional service organization for business people. If Quota expects to
keep its fine members and gain new ones, it must have something special to offer. You must fully understand your responsibility in creating a meeting atmosphere that is something special.

Quota International has developed a guide of recommended and suggested meeting agendas. This guide,
entitled Lasting Impression, was developed to assist local leadership in creating the most productive and engaging programs. During one of your first meetings, ask members to survey the suggested
agenda topics. Remind them that these are
ideal agenda topics and ask them how
these agendas could be modified for use
in in the local community.
Then, begin to formulate agendas
for your program meetings.

Announce a two-hour planning meeting and require all members to attend and to bring a list of new
agenda items they would like to discuss. Let the membership know that you are expecting at least three
agenda items from each person. At the agenda meeting, ask all members to turn in their agendas. If they
do not have them, ask them to use the next 20 minutes to think about and write down their agenda items
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• Answers correspondence promptly and files reports with district and international officers on time.
• Appoints service committees equivalent to international committees.

• Becomes familiar with the tools of office.
• Arranges the district governor's official visit.
• Exercises general supervision of all club activities.
• Consults club program chairs and/or special committee chairs when planning special events.
• Handles emergencies as they arise, consulting with the board if time permits.
• Recognizes members and committee groups for work well done and not as a matter of formality
when a task has not been accomplished.

The President-elect or Vice President:
Presides in the absence of the president.
Assists and advises the president in the performance of duties when called upon.
Serves as a member of the board of directors.
Performs the duties of the president in her or his absence or inability to serve; becomes president
upon the death or resignation of the president unless otherwise provided in the bylaws.
Oversees new club organization in neighboring communities, appointing organization teams when
she or he is not personally involved.
Works with the district's lieutenant governor in the planning of new dub programs.

The Secretary:
Reviews the Quota Club Secretary's Manualupon election to office.
Coordinates with predecessor about unfinished responsibilities.
Keeps accurate and concise minutes of all business transacted at board or dub meetings and distributes them at subsequent meetings.

Assists the president in preparing meeting agendas.
Prepares, under the supervision of the president, reports to headquarters.
Answers letters as requested by the president or board of directors.
Keeps f'des of all important and pertinent correspondence.

Some clubs have two secretaries--recording and corresponding. Bylaws must be amended to make such a
provision.
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Committees:
Membership committee. Each club should have an ongoing membership committee that is involved in regular recruitment. The committee's day-to-day responsibilities should include checking the newspaper for
announcements of promotions and new professionals and business people in town, as well as soliciting
and following up on the recommendations of club members. The committee also should sponsor special
functions such as Quota International's worldwide recruitment day on the fourth Tuesday each September,
the club's annual membership party, or a special recruitment program called because of a sudden loss in
membership.

Challenge the committee to establish a reasonable membership size for your club based on the population
of the community and have subsequent committees strive for a specific increment each year until the ideal
size is reached. Dispel such myths as "Quotarians work best in small groups" and "24 is an ideal membership number."

Prepare committee members for negative responses from most prospects. Point out that there is usually
built-in resistance and that an effective recruiter is prepared to continue "selling" Quota membership until
potential members hear something that makes them want to join. Make sure that each committee member
has a copy of the booklet, How to Recruit Members, and copies of all recent recruitment reprints available
through Quota World Headquarters.

Service committees. Quota's basic areas of service are chosen by delegates at the annual international convention. Each one is implemented by an international committee. Every club should have a local committee to correspond with each international committee.

Other committees. Additional committees should be named as necessary for the operation of your club.

All committees should:

• Handle dub business that falls under their jurisdiction.
• Hold meetings with the president soon after appointment to plan their work.
• Submit tentative budgets and programs for approval by the board and the membership.
• Keep records of work and submit annual reports of work accomplished to the president at the end of
the fiscal year.
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• Add the names and addresses of local, district, and international officers to your notebook of Quota
information. Also add city officials, legislators, international committees, and other important contacts to this quick reference listing.
• Start a file on mailings from headquarters.
• Inventory club supplies and replenish forms.

Another important presidential duty is to see that the new treasurer begins work immediately. It is important that you be familiar with the treasurer's duties as you work with this individual to ease her or his
transition into office. The first duties of the treasurer are as follows:
• Obtain and read the Quota Club Treasurer's Manual.
• Be sure the books of the former treasurer are released by audit.
• Notify club's bank of change in officers and sign necessary documents to transfer financial authority.
• Check files, ledgers, and other necessary information.
• Obtain an up-to-date membership list that includes members' names, addresses, and standings in re-

lation to dues.
• Be prepared to report on the club's financial status at all times.
• Review local and international bylaws for current rates of initiation fees, per capita dues, and other
financial obligations. Check on special district and area assessments.
• Ascertain that dues are being collected efficiently and in advance of payments to Quota International
and the district.
• Make all dues adjustments within the same semi-annual report period. Don't wait until the next report to ask for a refund for dues your members didn't pay.
• Check supply of dues pads, membership cards, and other supplies.
• Meet with retiring treasurer to go over national and state (or province) tax files and other government requirements.

You should have a close rapport with the club secretary, so set aside a time the two of you can review the
Quota Club Secretary's Manualto see if the instructions therein fit your plans.
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provides step-by-step descriptions of successful fundraisers your club can follow.
15. Quota Club Publicity Kit.+ A kit that will help your club establish a prominent community image.
It also provides camera-ready artwork your club can use to present a professional image.
16. Quota Club WIN Workbook.+ A membership retention manual with help on several levels. Use
quick retention tips for warm fuzzies. Read it through for perspective on the differences team work
can make. Follow it verbatim and end up with the best club in town!
17. Quota Club Organization Kit.+ A publication for the president-elect or first vice president. Includes a four-page supplement outlining Quota's classic organization plan. Set up a second club in
a neighboring town and enhance your own club in the process.
18. Quota's Seventy Years of Service.+ A 32-page history of Quota that offers an insightful glimpse into
Quota's proud past and exciting present. No Quota member should be without one.

19. A (Quota) Journey Toward the Future.+ A video journey through Quota from 1919-1989, with an
emphasis on the service Quota has provided in the past and presently is providing. An excellent
public awareness and membership tool.
20. World Service.+ An excellent video that will help your members become more familiar with Quota's world service and club-to-dub projects and expand your club's vision.
21. Quota's Fellowship Students.+ Video featuring three of Quota's former fellows talking about the value of their Quota fellowship and experience at Gallaudet University.
22. Change.+ Video that presents a step-by-step method of coping constructively with change in your
personal life and Quota experience.
23. Risk-taking.+ Video that will help you explore the essential elements of risk-taking and recognize

and handle all of the feelings involved.
24. Basic Communication.+ A video that defines how a person communicates and which elements of
communication are constructive and destructive.

25. Advanced Communication.+ A video that will help you recognize and understand how you
"choose" to communicate and teach you how to clarify and assess positive and negative communication.

26. How To RecruitNew Members.+ A booklet that is a MUST for membership committee members
and a useful reference tool for everyone else in the club. A quick and easy read, this book provides
the right answers for questions potential members might ask.
27. First Impression.+ Handbook that contains the resource material to be presented and given to new
members. This handbook will help you prepare members to enjoy the full range of benefits Quota
provides to its members.
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3.

Attend international convention.

4. In the United States, contact regional IRS office about filing income tax form 990, which

traditionally is filed on or before the 15th day of the fifth month following the close of the fiscal
year. State tax requirements also must be followed. Clubs in other countries should follow local,
state or province, and national government requirements for filing forms and annual reports.

August
1. Report on convention to dub.

September/October
1. Reserve one club meeting to study action taken at convention.

2. Send names of conference delegates to district officers.
3. Remind dub members to make individual donations to Wanda Frey Joiner Memorial.
4. Attend district conference.

November
1. Arrange for report of district conference to club.

December
1. Begin planning February international birthday/anniversary meeting.
2. Submit bylaw amendments to executive director by Jan. 1. Resolutions for Quota service
projects may be submitted to Quota International at this time.
3. Submit nomination for Deaf Woman of the Year to governor by Jan. 1.
4. Note Jan. 1 deadline for nominating candidates for international office.

January
1. Send January membership report and dues to headquarters and district by Jan. 31, also the
deadline for payment of advance convention fee by all clubs.
2. Appoint nominating committee if club bylaws so stipulate.
3. Plan international birthday/anniversary meeting.

February/March
1. Call for report of nominating committee, if one exists.

March/April
1. Prepare president's annual report due June 1.
2. Conduct annual club meeting with officers' reports and elections.
3. Arrange for installation program for new officers.
4. Turn over club files to your successor.

5. Send a list of new officers to headquarters.
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Voice vote--"ayes" and "nays."

Standing vote--rising vote, usually a counted vote.
Ballot vote--secret vote.

Roll call vote--voice vote by calling roll of members.
Proxy vote--vote cast for another by authority given. Allowed for only by bylaws.
Vote by mail--method must be provided for in bylaws. Don't confuse with proxy vote.
18. Agenda--items to be discussed in meeting under "order of business."

19. Division of Assembly--when there is doubt as to accuracy of an announced vote, any member or the
chair may call for a revote. A counted vote may be ordered by a majority vote or by the chair.
20. Division of a Question--request for consideration of one thing when a motion is made containing
several parts relating to the same subject.
21. Consideration Seriatim--consideration, section by section or paragraph by paragraph, to perfect each
before voting on an entire question.
22. President's Voting Privilege
In a ballot vote--the president votes as another member when the polls are open. The president can
not vote to break a tie.

In a voice vote--the president does not vote except to make or break a tie. The president may:
• Vote with the affirmative; motion carried.
• Vote with the negative; motion lost.
• Choose not to vote; motion lost.
23. Session--convention is one session, with meetings on successive days within the session. A one-day
session consists of morning, afternoon, and evening meetings.

24. VotingMethod--the method of voting during the discussion of a pending motion. For instance, a
motion may be made, "I move that when the vote on this matter is taken, it be taken by ballot" (roll
call or any method other than voice). It is not debatable. It is amendable and takes a majority vote.
When the method is determined, the discussion on the pending matter continues, and when the
vote is taken, it is taken by the method determined by the motion.
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SUGGESTED AGENDAS
Business Meetings
Call to order

Roll call
Review of the minutes
Review of treasurer's report

Discussion of items that require decisions at this, meeting
Summary of decisions made
Reports
International business
District business
Local business--standing and special committees
Announcements

Quota Collect
Adjournment

Program Meetings
Quota International has developed a guide, entided Lastinglmpression, to assist your club in planning
program meetings. The guide provides suggested agendas and outlines that your club can adapt for its
own program meetings.
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or of a state or an elected official of a province or country would possibly supersede the international pres-

ident of Quota at a Quota meeting. In that case, the visiting official would sit to the right of the presiding
officer and the international president to the left. In other cases where public officials are present, the entertaining group must decide protocol.

Elected officers usually take precedence over appointed officers and chairs. For example, the district governor would take precedence over an appointed member of an international committee. Ira club is the entertaining unit, the international officers and district elected officers would take precedence over officers of
the host club.

The speaker's table should not be too long. Honored guests not seated at the speaker's table may be seated
at additional tables, which should be placed directly in front of the speaker's table.

At a luncheon or dinner meeting, it is courteous to give credit to the chairperson of arrangements and the
members of the committee, but this should not be overdone.

Speakers
Speakers should be given advance information as to the time and place of the meeting, the type of meeting, and the desired time limit of the speech. If the speaker is a Quota officer or committee chair, transpottation expenses should be paid and accommodations provided. If the speaker is not a member of Quota, an understanding should be reached as to expenses and fees when arrangements are made.

It is discourteous to keep a speaker waiting during a long business or program meeting. Arrange the agenda so that the speaker is presented at the appointed time. When introducing speakers:
• Be brief. Do not make the speaker's speech.
• Be factuaL Do not embarrass the speaker with a too-flowery introduction.
• Be kind. Put both the speaker and audience at ease. The more important the guest, the shorter the
introduction should be. Never say to an invited guest, "Would you like to say a few words?" This is
no compliment. It is better to arrange speeches privately and before the meeting.
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SAMPLE CLUB BUDGET

Quota Club of
Administrative Budget for
year beginning June 1, 19ÿ

FIXED INCOME AND RECEIPTS
Dues: 50 members x $80.00
In-club fundraisers
Miscellaneous income

$4,000.00
1,500.00
6,000.00
500.0ÿ

TOTAL INCOME

12,000.00

Meals: 50 members x $120.00/year

FIXED EXPENSES
International and District Expenses

International Per Capita Dues: 50 members x $31.00

$1,550.00
250.00
200.00
200.00

Quotarian magazine: 50 members x $5.00
Advance Convention Fee

Per Capita District Dues: 50 members x $4.00

500.00

District Assessment: 50 members x $10.00

Subtotal International and District

2,700.00

Local Expenses
District Conÿrence: Expenses of President and First Vice President
Governor's Visit Expenses: Hotel, Gifts, and Meals
International Convention: Registration and Expenses of Delegate

Membership Committee
Guests' Meals

Postage
Leadership Training Seminar
President and Past President Pins, Awards, etc.

Club Supplies, Manuals, Posters, and Address Labels
Meals: 50 members x $120.00
Advance Convention Fund
Contingency

Subtotal Local

$250.00
150.00
95O.OO
200.00
260.00
200.00
165.00
100.00
325.00
6,000.00
300.00
400.00
9,300.00

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

$12,000.00

ENDING BALANCE

NONE

Update rates of current dues and other costs. Keep in mind that a budget is a guideline and at year end it
is practical to compare the actual income and expenses with this budget.
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OPENING THE DOOR
TO NEW MEMBERS
Growth is vital to Quota. As president, you will want to make sure that your club has a constant influx of
members, one that more than balances the natural attrition rate. Urge your membership committee to try
novel approaches in looking for prospects. Have them ask each club member to seek out a counterpart in
a company with which she does business. Check the phone book for categories likely to produce prospects--stores, banks, insurance companies, hotels, radio and television stations, etc. Go through city di-

rectories and other official lists that mention job titles, generally a clue to
executive status.

Rule of Procedure 22. Acceptance of New Members

(Reprinted with QI bylaws--Update if necessary)

Rule 22. Acceptance of New Members
Art. XIV, Clubs
The procedure for acceptance of new members in a local

Quota club shall be:
1. Individual Quotarians present names of prospective members and information about their classifications to Membership Committee, which examines the qualifications and reports to the club

within 30 days.
2. If the prospect has been found qualified for Quota membership, the club may then invite the prospect into membership.
3. A formal invitation will also be extended to the prospective member accompanied by the necessary
membership form. If invitation is accepted by prospective member, the completed form shall be
returned to the club with the initiation fee of not more than $15 plus the required dues.
4. Membership in a Quota club shall begin on the date of acceptance of the new member form and
initiation fee by the president of the local club.

This is only the beginning. How well you indoctrinate new members and how soon you make them feel
like a vital part of the club will determine whether or not they stay. Refer to the Quota International publication, First Impression, for advice on new member orientation.

(
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Determination of a prospective member's executive status has been the sole responsibility of the local club
even longer. In autonomous groups, there are natural variations as well as those necessitated by available
resources and needs. Therefore, appeals to Quota officers outside the club are inappropriate. Differences
of opinion that come up in a specific case must be resolved by the members within that club.

Membership Classification Guide
Determination of a prospective member's executive status is the responsibility of the local club.The unchanging basic requirement for membership is that a member's position in business or in a profession carries executive responsibility or that a member is recognized as having professional status.

A classification is a word or phrase that describes the principal and recognized activity of a firm, company,
institution, or independent business or professional endeavor. Within this definition, a club should es-

tablish appropriate classifications describing the business and professional activities in its locality.

It should be clearly understood that classifications are determined by activities or services to society rather

than by the position held by a particular individual. In other words, a president of a bank is not classified
as "bank president," but under the classification "banking."

Having determined that a prospective member has executive status, the club then determines the classification for that prospect. Membership shall be classified according to the business, profession, organization,
or government office in which the member is actively engaged and/or from which her or his livelihood is
earned. Membership in each dassification shall be limited to 20 percent of the total membership. Hence, a

prospective member is eligible to hold the classification in the general field of activity represented by her
or his firm, business, profession, or government office.

Each club should strive to have members with as many different classifications as possible. Clubs may offer
professionals the classifcxttion of their profession or the dassification of their business affiliation.

It shall be the responsibility of each club to observe Quota's policy to ensure diversified membership. A
dub should determine that a dassification is open on its roster before inviting a prospective member to
join.
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vey is approved, another rule of procedure in the bylaws provides the step-by-step requirements for organization of a club. The organizer will receive more detailed guidelines from headquarters, as well.

Encourage and support the organizer. Bringing a new club into the world of Quota is a gratifying and rewarding experience. Your positive attitude can make it happen. Make this a goal of your year as president.

TRANSFERS & REINSTATEMENTS
TH1n$ÿef$
Active and affiliate members in good standing may be recommended to another club for membership, but
only within the same semi-annual report period. The club to which the member is recommended has the

option of inviting her or him into its membership. A transferred member pays no additional fee if in good
standing, but pays regular dues to the new club. Members reported as resigned or dropped are not eligible
for transfer, but may join, paying the initiation fee.

If the transfer of members cannot take place before the member has been shown as a loss on the club's
membership report to Quota World Headquarters, the transfer procedure does not apply because there is
an interruption in membership and dues. Reinstate the member instead.

The transfer procedure described below should be followed:
Obligations of the club recommending transfer
1. Fill out a transfer form in triplicate.
2. Send original of transfer form to the president of the club located in the area to which the
member is moving.

3. Send one copy of the transfer form to Quota World Headquarters.
4. Attach one copy of transfer form to next membership report and list member as a loss.

Obligations of the club receiving the transfer recommendation
1. Follow the procedure for a new member and notify Quota World Headquarters if the
member is accepted.

2. Attach the transfer form received from the recommending club to your next membership report,
indicating the action taken. If accepted, show the transferred member as a gain on your
membership report and include an application for the transferred member along with the
transfer form.
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Inquiries on any and every facet of Quota can be made to Quota World Headquarters by phone, fax, or
mail. The district governor receives a copy of all correspondence to and from headquarters. If subject matter is not routine, a copy is also sent to the area director.

Leadership Training Seminar
Attendance ofaU club presidents is required at the leadership training seminar, which is called by the district governor usually in May soon after club elections. Time and place are determined by the governor.
This is a training session to help club leaders know and understand Quota. The club bears the expense of
the president's attendance.

District Conference
The purposes of the district conference are to:
1. Formulate resolutions for district or international action, recommend international bylaw changes,
and revise district standing rules.
2. Exchange ideas for service and fundraising.
3. Explain the current purposes and aims of Quota through speeches, reports, and workshops.
4. Elect district officers.
5. Provide fellowship and fun.

The conference is called by the governor, usually in late September or October. The exact time and place
is governed by district standing rules. The governor, lieutenant governor, secretary-treasurer, international
officers and past international presidents who reside in the district, and two delegates from each club make
up the voting body. Representation of each club is required, and the club bears the expenses of the delegates.

District Governor
The district governor is the liaison officer between the local club and Quota International. The president
should contact her or his district governor if any difficulty arises.

The governor is required to:
1. Attend a business meeting of each dub in the district.
2. Meet separately with the board of the club.
3. Do a presentation about international programs and policies, the status of the district, and any
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
The annual convention is called by the international president, usually in July. The time and place are set
by the international board. The purpose of convention is to conduct the business of Quota International,
elect its international officers, chart the future of the organization, become more acquainted with Quota
as an international body, educate through workshops and personal development courses, and to have fun
and fellowship with Quotarians.

Prior to convention, one delegate and two alternates are elected by each club and their names are
reported to headquarters on special credential forms signed by the club president and secretary.
A delegate from each club, district governors, international officers, and past international
presidents make up the voting body of the convention. Area directors are elected by mail ballots when the international convention is held offtheir continent.

Any dub or district may nominate one of its own members for international office if she or
he meets the eligibility requirements. These requirements are outlined in the international bylaws. Notice of such nominations must be made on official forms provided for that purpose and
will be published if received by the executive director with a Jan. 1 or earlier postmark. Nominations are valid only when submitted on the official form.

Absentee voting is provided for in the bylaws so that all clubs may have a voice in the election of Quota's
international officers. It is a way of providing equal opportunity for all clubs "to be governed by
the consent of the governed." Official applications for absentee ballots must be returned by the
club to Quota World Headquarters by May 15. The privilege of absentee voting in an emergency situation in no way negates the duty of Quota clubs, whether large or small, to participate in annual conventions.

Secrecy of the ballot is preserved in absentee voting because the voter casts a ballot, which
remains sealed until officially opened by the election committee at convention along with
the ballots cast during the convention election session. After all present and absentee votes
are counted by the election committee, the results are announced.

Upon their charter, all Quota clubs assume the obligation to be actively involved in Quota
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non-Quotarians.

2. Describe one good project fully rather than listing several. (Exception: If your club has several related projects in one service area, such as aid to persons who are hard of hearing, include these in
one write-up.)

3. Send a photograph of any size, preferably in black and white. Do not write on the back of the
photo since markings may mar the photo. Do not use paper clips or staples. Include identifications of people in photo, your dub, and the date of the activity on a separate piece of paper.
4. Make your photo one that portrays your club activity. Show Johnny wearing a hearing aid rather
than the president handing a check to a dinic director.
5. Submit photos with as few people pictured as possible. Remember that photos must be reduced in
size for publication in The Quotarian. If there is a large number of people in your photo, they will
be difficult to see when the photo is reduced.

GENERAL COMPREHENSIVE
LIABILITY INSURANCE
Special group liability insurance is available in the United States, Canada, and Australia to protect Quota
clubs from lawsuits, particularly those that might result from accidents at public events.

To defray the overall costs of general coverage, dubs in the United States pay an annual per capita rate
through Quota World Headquarters. On special events, dub officers are expected to complete and file an
official questionnaire with Quota International's insurance agents.

Comparable insurance coverage is also available to clubs in Australia and Canada. In each case, information on the extent of the coverage and the amount of the payment is provided by the area director in
each of those countries.
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RECORD RETENTION
FOR CLUBS & DISTRICTS
Record Retention Guidelines
Following are guidelines for retaining your dub's records:
• Computerize club data. With the growing popularity of home computers, more and more clubs are
computerizing records. This eliminates the problem of having to store boxes of bulky records, but it
does carry a risk of its own. Unless you make frequent back-up copies of original disks or tapes, your
club could lose all of its data because of a faulty disk or system breakdown. Take extra precaution by

making multiple back-up copies of the data and storing them in different places, all of which should
be fireproof and protected from extreme temperatures. Make sure that such records are cataloged at
regular intervals and that a current records listing is passed out to club officers.

Keep paper records meager and mobile. Because very few Quota dubs have a
permanent office in which to store their files, it's important to keep original
club records as meager and moveable as possible. Weed out superfluous
material frequently and date sections clearly for convenient culling at the
end of the retention periods recommended in the chart on the next page.

Appoint an accountable custodian. Some clubs appoint an official custodian
of important club records. Generally interested in club history, this individual stores the charter
scroll and other early club documents, newspaper articles related to the charter and anniversaries,
dub rosters, newsletters, and other items. Sometimes these items are kept in a special history album.
If your club decides to appoint a custodian, limit the appointment to one or two years and have the
individual inventory club materials and review the inventory with club officers at the end of her or
his appointment. This practice will prevent your records from getting lost because the custodian's
identity is no longer known.

If your club holds all of its meetings in the same building or restaurant, inquire about renting space for a
file cabinet for storing club supplies and papers. Clubs that have done this claim that such storage space is
invaluable.
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